
EVERGREENE WALLCOVERING ADHESIVE & PRIMER RECOMMENDATIONS and USAGE

ADHESIVE Description Color Notes
Roman Pro 732

Roman Pro 774

Roman Eco 888

Roman 234

Pro 880 Ultra Clear Strippable

Extra Strength Clay. PRO-732 is a high solids, commercial grade
clay-based wallcovering adhesive with a thick, rich consistency. It is
designed to spread easily with a roller. It is a high solids adhesive
formulated for applications requiring low moisture.
Clay Strippable. PRO-774 is the preferred adhesive for large
commercial jobs such as hotels, office buildings, and hospitals. It is
designed to flow easily through pasting machines, and has maximum
wet tack to hold the heaviest wallcoverings.
ECO-888 is a clear, strippable wallcovering adhesive – for use with
lightweight to commercial weight wallcoverings. Dry strippable. For
hanging most types and weights of wallcoverings, including
commercial weight wallcoverings

 Pigmented
Wallcovering Primer. Maximum wet-tack
Extended open-time. Class A Fire Rating (per ASTM E84)

ROMAN 234 Premium Clear Wallcovering Adhesive’s exclusive
formula allows you to create the perfect viscosity for your project.
234 Premium Clear is ideal for installing Type I, II and III
wallcoverings.  Mix by hand
with a stir stick, a drill mixer, or with a paint shaker to achieve your
desired consistency. 234 Premium Clear applies easily with a paint
brush, roller, or pasting machine. 234 is strippable once fully dry.
PRO-838 Heavy Duty Clear is a commercial grade wallcovering
adhesive designed for contractors. PRO-838 provides excellent
adhesion and can be used to install medium-weight to heavyweight
wallcoverings. 

Alkaline adhesive can
promote metal tarnishing of the metal leaf used in the wallpaper.

Use for EAA wallpaper and canvas,

PRO-880 Ultra Clear is a premium, strippable wallcovering adhesive.
It’s ideal for hanging most lightweight, medium-weight, and
heavyweight wallcoverings, and can be diluted for use with
pre-pasted wallcoverings. PRO-880 applies easily with a roller,
pasting machine, or brush.

For best results, use in conjunction with ECO-988

Recommended for Metallic wallpaper.

ROMAN 234 thins out when stirred.

For installing most types of
wallpaper, including vinyl,
non-woven, grasscloth, delicates,
and more.

Do not use Roman PRO-838 Heavy Duty Clear for
metallic wallcovering, due to its alkalinity. 

EXCEPT metallic

Recommended for Metallic wallpaper.

Roman PRO-838 Heavy Duty Clear



WALLCOVERING PRIMER
Roman Pro 999 (aka Rx-35)

Roman Pro 935 (aka R-35)

Roman Eco 988

Problem-solving /Primer. PRO-999 Rx-35 Sealer/Primer is the
perfect primer for skim coats, spackling, residual paste, popcorn
ceilings, contractors flat paint or mud joints. It dries with a slight
residual tack, enhancing adhesion of wallpaper. ,
contractor’s flat paint and old wallpaper paste residue
Seals and locks down textured walls and popcorn ceilings
Use as primer over skim coats, spackling or mud joints

Clear

Roman PRO-935 R-35 is the finest adhesion promoting clear acrylic
wallcovering primer. 

Dries with permanent tack 

Clear

ECO-988 is a pigmented, water-based wallcovering primer – ideal for
use in new construction and with permeable or micro-vented
wallcoverings.  for wallcovering
For best results, use in conjunction with ECO-888 Clear or ECO-788
Clay wallcovering adhesives.

White

Sealer

Seals drywall

Not recommended for Metallic
wallpaper.

Great for non-porous surfaces, such as
ceramic tile, formica, and glass. 

For non-porous substrates only

For priming new bare drywall

Recommended for Metallic wallpaper.


